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Abstract

Neurofeedback (NFB) is a process through which individuals, by receiving information about a
feature of their neural activity, may learn, through training, to discriminate and self-regulate that
feature of interest. Introduced over forty years ago, it has since been used mostly in clinical research
and practice related to neurological and psychiatric conditions. The greater focus of research on clinical
efficiency has, however, not helped elucidate through what mechanisms learning occurs, and it has not
been investigated how different brain features may be optimally trained. The emergence of views on
brain function stemming from findings that connectivity between remote brain regions is fundamental
to healthy brain function, that this connectivity has a dynamical nature on various time-scales, and that
local dysfunction often carries a network effect, has increased the interest in using functional connectivity
as a feature for neurofeedback training. In this work, functional connectivity algorithms were developed
and integrated in an open-source electroencephalography (EEG) processing software (OpenViBE), and
a pipeline was developed for an EEG-based neurofeedback experiment in virtual reality (VR). Finally,
a pilot study was conducted to assess the efficacy of training, using the newly developed EEG-NFB
system. Two groups of subjects underwent four training sessions, using: i) a previously well-established
feature, the amplitude of the individual upper alpha and ii) the newly proposed and implemented
feature, the weighted node degree of the functional connectivity. Results show a tendency for increase
of the upper alpha and functional connectivity along training. Furthermore, alpha training appears to
affect functional connectivity in a significant way. This study provides evidence of the possibility to
target functional connectivity with NFB, and of the efficacy of VR as a stimulus delivery mechanism.
Keywords: Neurofeedback, Functional Connectivity, Virtual Reality,

1. Introduction

Neurofeedback (NFB) is the process of gaining
greater awareness/control of brain activity by pro-
viding the subject external sensory or behavioural
feedback based on the current state of his/her brain
activity [1]. The feedback usually consists of a
real time display of neural activity, which may be
acquired through electroencephalography (EEG),
magnetoencephalography (MEG), functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI) or functional near
infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) [2]. This allows selec-
tive manipulation and regulation of a specific pat-
tern of neural activity (such as the amplitude of the
alpha band). Joe Kamiya was the first to observe,
in 1969, that some subjects had the apparent ability
(after some training) to discern whether they were
in a state with high alpha power (”alpha state”) and
to enter this state on command [3]. This height-
ened control of brain activity has been, over the
last decades, explored from the therapeutic point
of view, and currently neurofeedback treatment is

available in specialty clinics for an array of disor-
ders and impairments, such as attention deficit and
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), epilepsy, depres-
sion, anxiety, Parkinson’s disease, alcoholism and
post traumatic stress disorder, being also used for
performance improvement [2]. However, although
current literature generally evaluates neurofeedback
as a valid means of regional brain activity modu-
lation, its therapeutic efficacy in disease states is
still in its early stages, with many studies suffer-
ing from small sample sizes, methodological limita-
tions (such as inadequate blinding and/or absence
of sham control treatment), and contradictory find-
ings [4]. These shortcomings may be attributable to
an insufficient understanding of the neurobiological
mechanisms that modulate regional brain activity
and translate it into cognitive and motor functions
[5]; but NFB, by making neural activity an inde-
pendent variable (which may be modulated through
training) might actually help answering the ques-
tion, by allowing observation of the effect of specific
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changes in neural activity patterns on behaviour.
When it comes to how the feedback is presented,
no clear guidelines currently exist, although some
findings suggest better results for auditory rather
than visual feedback [6], and virtual reality (VR)
as an improvement from simple on screen visual
feedback [7, 8], providing greater immersion and
comfort and reduced boredom [9]. NFB experi-
ments with EEG usually aim for training of spe-
cific frequency band modulation (eg. alpha train-
ing, beta training) or modulation of a ratio between
two bands (eg. alpha/theta training), although re-
cently training of different brain activity patterns
has been attempted.

Historically, brain mapping has aimed mainly
at functional segregation and localization of brain
function. As the early phrenologic idea that specific
complex actions and emotions could be attributed
to single cortical areas was refuted, it was realized
that a cortical area is specialized for some aspects
of perceptual or motor processing, a specialization
that is segregated within the cortex. Thus, a single
function may involve several specialized areas, and
the brain may be seen as a complex network of in-
teracting subsystems [10, 11]. As research progres-
sively unveiled the workings of several segregated
brain areas, the question of how functional integra-
tion mediates their union came within grasp, and
over the last decade overwhelming interest arose
in this area. This integration may be character-
ized in terms of functional connectivity (FC), which
may be defined as the statistical dependencies be-
tween remote neurophysiological events [10]. Even
in resting-state (in the absence of any given task)
FC exhibits meaningful spontaneous variations ac-
cessible through neuroimaging techniques [12]. FC
is generally considered to happen through (or be
accompanied by) inter-regional synchronization of
neuronal oscillations, which may happen over a
wide range of spatial and temporal scales [13]. For a
practical identification and monitoring of the tem-
poral evolution of large scale networks involving
distant brain regions, EEG is one of the available
techniques, providing enough temporal resolution
to capture the changes of functional connectivity as
cognitive events manifest themselves, and a low cost
of operation. However, effectively measuring syn-
chronization is not straightforward, with obstacles
arising due to EEG’s inherent low spatial resolu-
tion, and the fact that recorded signals can hardly
be said to consist of oscillations at discrete frequen-
cies, rendering the concept of synchronization inad-
equate [13]. A plethora of different FC measures
exists for EEG based on the ideas of coherence and
phase-locking, each aiming to handle some of the
intrinsic limitations of the EEG signal in an ad-hoc
fashion, often times unmotivated by a proper math-

ematical background, rather consisting of empirical
addenda to previously used methods in order to ad-
dress interpretational difficulties [14]. Disruption of
FC for specific networks is associated with several
diseases [15], and FC has been found to be modu-
lated during learning tasks as well as to help pre-
dict performance of these tasks [16]. Recent find-
ings establish a causal link between FC modula-
tion through NFB training and behavioural effects,
such as symptom reduction in patients of Autistic
Spectrum Disorders and motor function improve-
ment in stroke patients [17, 18]. Interestingly, one
recent study showed increased functional connectiv-
ity within a specific brain network as a consequence
of alpha/theta NF training [19].

In this work, algorithms for measuring real time
FC in EEG data have been implemented and an
EEG-based NFB system in VR has been developed
and tested on two groups of healthy volunteers, tar-
geting the upper alpha frequency band, and aiming
to test, for one, the possibility of increasing a mea-
sure of FC and its behavioural effects (i.e. working
memory assessment), and for the other, the pos-
sibility of increasing the relative amplitude of the
upper alpha and its behavioural effects.

2. Measuring Functional Connectivity in
EEG

In this section a brief overview is presented of the
implemented algorithms. This choice of algorithms
present a trade-off between estimated quality of
the algorithms, as assessed through reported per-
formance, the extent of their use in the available lit-
erature, ease of implementation, low computational
cost and availability in open source software (for
validation) [20, 21, 11, 22].

Coherence and Coherency
For two signals x(t) and y(t), we may say they are
correlated if we can predict the variations of one as a
function of the other. This can be simply estimated
by the Pearson-correlation coefficient:

R = maxτ
cov(x(t), y(t+ τ))

σxσyτ
(1)

where cov(x(t), y(t + τ)) is the covariance between
signal x(t) and signal y(t) shifted by time τ , σx is
the standard deviation of x(t) and σyτ is the stan-
dard deviation of y(t+ τ). High absolute values of
R indicate that x reproduces the variations of y,
with a time lag τ (R has values between -1 to 1).
If we are interested in finding out this relationship
at a specific frequency f , we can band pass the sig-
nal narrowly around f and then estimate R, which
may then be referred to as coherence [23]. A sig-
nal x can, however, be represented in the frequency
domain:

X(f, t) = A(f, t)eiφ(f,t) (2)
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with A(f, t) the amplitude and φ(f, t) the phase
of the signal (the angle between the real and the
imaginary part of x). Hence coherence between x(t)
and y(t) can be formulated as:

C(f, t) =
Sxy(f, t)

Sxx(f, t)Syy(f, t)
=

X(f, t)Y (f, t)√
X2(f, t)Y 2(f, t)

(3)
where Sxx(f, t) and Syy(f, t) are the power spec-
tral densities of x(t) and y(t), and Sxy(f, t) is
their cross-spectral density (all may be obtained by
Fourier transforming the corresponding correlation
function) [24]. This last formula is often referred to
as coherency, which has values in the complex plane
whereas coherence would be the absolute value of
coherency. Coherence has been often used in con-
nectivity analysis.

Phase Locking Value
For a signal representation such as in eq. 2, the
temporal structure of the signal is contained in the
phase φ, and in a simple case of a time delay be-
tween signals x(t) and y(t) at frequency f , a corre-
sponding phase shift exists, that is linearly related
to f . Knowing this, we might be interested in ex-
cluding the amplitude from a synchronization anal-
ysis, and focus solely on the phase. By observing
instantaneous phase differences

Φ(f, t) = |nφx(f, t)−mφy(f, t)| m,n ∈ Z (4)

it is possible to determine a limited time window
where this difference is approximately constant,
i.e. where phase-locking occurs. The phase-locking
value (PLV) was thus created for sole quantification
of phase relationships between signals. This is pos-
sible through calculation of the instantaneous phase
of the signal for each instant t through a wavelet
transform (or equivalently, with a Hilbert transform
[25]). It may be expressed as:

plvxy(f, τ) =
1

|τ |
∑
t∈τ

ei(φx(f,t)−φy(f,t)) (5)

where |τ | represents the number of time points in
the trial.

Imaginary Part of Coherency
Considering that volume conduction from the
sources of electrical activity to the electrodes in the
scalp may be considered instantaneous for the fre-
quencies of interest in EEG [26], then we would ob-
tain a zero phase shift between two signals with po-
tentials arising from the same source, whereas for
actual functional connectivity there would be a shift
in phase, corresponding to the time period for an
active source to synchronize with another one in a
different region. Hence, the portion of coherency
due to volume conduction effects will always have

a real value (since for a coherency of C = Aeiφ, if
the phase φ is zero then C is located in the real
axis of the complex plane) while real connectivity
would be complex with, generally, a non-negligible
imaginary part (except for when a true interaction
produces a phase lag between signals of a multiple
of 180 degrees). This notion was described by Nolte
et al [20], and motivated the use of the imaginary
part of coherency (ImC) for functional connectivity
measurement:

ImCxy(f, τ) =
=
(
Sxy(f, τ)

)
√
Sxx(f, τ)Syy(f, τ)

(6)

where =(.) denotes the imaginary part.

Phase Slope Index
Besides estimating which regions are intercon-
nected, determining the direction of information
flow is of great interest. A robust approach for this
estimation was developed by Nolte et al that used as
basis the imaginary part of the coherency [21]. The
main idea is as follows: if there is a real interaction
between two sources x and y, the flow of informa-
tion from one to the other will take some time. As-
suming that different waves travel at similar speed,
then the phase difference (∆φ(f) = φx(f)− φy(f))
between the signals of each source will increase lin-
early with the frequency, and as such a positive
slope of the phase spectrum is expected. As an ex-
ample, consider the simple case where there is only
a time delay between the two signals:

y(t) = x(t− t0) (7)

In the frequency domain, this becomes:

Y (f) = e−i2πft0X(f) (8)

Thus the cross spectrum Sxy between the two sig-
nals will be proportional to ei2πft0 = eiΦ(f). If the
slope of Φ(f) is positive, x causes y, and vice-versa.
By selecting a frequency window and estimating the
slope, the further it deviates from zero, the greater
the evidence of a causal relationship between the
two signals. The phase slope index can then be de-
fined as:

PSIxy(f, τ) = =
( ∑
fε F

C∗xy(f, τ)Cxy(f + δf, τ)
)
(9)

where: Cxy is the coherency, δf is the frequency res-
olution and F is the set of frequencies over which
to compute the slope. How the above expression
corresponds to a weighted sum of the slopes is best
understood considering the following derivation, ob-
tained through Euler’s formula:

=
(
C∗xy(f1, τ)Cxy(f2, τ)

)
=∣∣C∗xy(f1, τ)

∣∣ |Cxy(f2, τ)| sin(Φ(f2)− Φ(f1))
(10)
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Since for smooth phase spectra (i.e. small ∆Φ be-
tween adjacent frequencies) we may approximate
sin(∆Φ) ≈ ∆Φ, then it becomes clear the above
expression consists of a weighted sum of the slopes.
Furthermore, by taking the imaginary part, it will
be insensitive to instantaneous interactions (one
could also see that if there is no delay between two
signals, the slope of the phase spectrum would be
zero).

weighted Phase Lag Index
The imaginary part of coherency has some bias
when identifying real interactions between brain re-
gions, since it will be maximal for phase differences
of 90 degrees between two signals (since the co-
herency is purely imaginary), and decreases to zero
as the phase differences approach 0 or 180 degrees
(since the coherency becomes purely real). To ad-
dress this problem a new connectivity metric, the
phase lag index, was created [11]. It assesses to
what extent positive or negative phase differences
are equiprobable, irrespective of their magnitude.
In other words, if there is a consistent, non-zero
phase lag between two signals then there is connec-
tivity. The weighted phase lag index, introduced
a few years later, simply weights the magnitudes
of the phase differences, which helps clarify situa-
tions where small perturbation turn a phase lead
to a phase lag [22]. Assessing if a phase difference
between to signals is positive or negative can gen-
erally be done by considering the sign of the imag-
inary part of coherency, sgn(=(Cxy)) (which yields
-1 if negative or 1 if positive), which, to be sure, is
equal to the sign of the imaginary part of only cross-
spectrum, since the denominator of the coherency
is always real. The phase lag index is then defined
as:

PLIxy =

∣∣∣∣∣ 1

|τ |
∑
t∈τ

sgn(=(Sxy))

∣∣∣∣∣ (11)

where the instantaneous cross-spectrum is obtained
through a Hilbert or wavelet transform, and av-
eraging is performed over the whole epoch. The
weighted phase lag index, on the other hand, is de-
fined as:

wPLIxy =

∣∣∣∣∑
t∈τ
|=(Sxy)| sgn(=(Sxy))

∣∣∣∣∑
t∈τ
|=(Sxy)|

=

∣∣∣∣∑
t∈τ
=(Sxy)

∣∣∣∣∑
t∈τ
|=(Sxy)|

(12)

Thus there is weighting of the phase leads and lags,
which rids the estimation of noisy phase differences
very close to zero, and the normalization leads to
an estimate that is independent of the magnitude

of the phase difference (unlike the imaginary part
of coherency). Furthermore, by excluding the am-
plitudes of each individual signal from the normal-
ization process, this measure is less susceptible to
noise and more sensitive to real connectivity.

3. Algorithm Testing

the MATLAB toolbox Fieldtrip was used to gen-
erate connectivity data and Fieldtrip’s connectivity
algorithms were used as a reference for the obtained
results [27]. EEG Data was generated with the use
of the function ft connectivitysimulation, which al-
lows the simulation of channel-level time-series data
with a specified connectivity structure. For testing
on OpenVibe, this data was exported as a .gdf file.
Each test was created in order to address some of
the most common issues which arise when interpret-
ing functional connectivity findings in EEG. Each
test is detailed below.

Common reference

Data for two channels with a common reference
was simulated on Fieldtrip. Two scenarios were
created, one with a real coupling between the sig-
nals, and another with no coupling. Note that if
for two channels the reference electrode is the same
(which is true in a majority of EEG recordings),
then any activity detected in the reference electrode
will be present in both channels’ recordings, increas-
ing their correlation with one another (without any
delay), and connectivity between the two channels
may be incorrectly inferred. Observing the results
in figure 1 (top left section), it is clear that the mag-
nitude squared coherence presents common refer-
ence artifacts. With the ImC and wPLI, this effect
disappears. The PSI algorithm, although able to
correctly distinguish between real connectivity and
common signal, has a much lower sensitivity to real
connectivity. Note that real coupling correspond-
ing to a phase delay of 0 mod 180 degrees would
remain unidentified but for the magnitude squared
coherence, since the other algorithms extract only
the imaginary part of the cross-spectrum.

Volume Conduction

Data for the sources of electric activity was gen-
erated through an auto-regressive model, with 50
channels and a diagonal co-variance matrix, with
large values for the 16th and 35th source (to sim-
ulate different signal to noise ratios present in real
data). A connectivity analysis of this data may be
seen in figure 1 (bottom left section), which shows
the obtained connectivity matrices for all sensor
pairs. It becomes clear that both the MSCoh and
the PLV show hypersensitivity to instantaneous in-
teractions through volume conduction (seen as the
high connectivity values along the diagonal). All
other algorithms identify no regions of high connec-
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Figure 1: Top left: Connectivity values for common reference data with (blue) and without coupling
(red).Top right: Pairwise connectivity values between 3 channels where channel 3 influences channels 1
and 2 with different time lags. Bottom left: Case with no real connectivity. Each connectivity matrix
presents the connectivity values pairwise between all sensors. Bottom right: Real connectivity between
channels 16 and 35. Note: MSCoh = Magnitude Squared Coherence, ImC = Imaginary part of Coherency,
PSI = Phase Slope Index, wPLI = weighted Phase Lag Index, ImC(H) = imaginary part of coherency
through the Hilbert transform (opposed to the Welch method).

tivity, although there is some background artifac-
tual connectivity. To simulate real connectivity, the
16th and 35th source were connected with a non-
zero time lag. We can see in figure 1 (bottom right
section) that the ImC (both implementations), the
wPLI and the PSI all correctly identify the connec-
tion. With MSCoh and PLV, the real connectivity
is overshadowed by the volume conduction effects.

Common Input

In order to determine what difficulties arise when
a source (channel 3) acts as a driver on two others
(channels 1 and 2), connectivity data for 3 channels
was simulated in Fieldtrip with an autoregressive
model. The driver (channel 3) was connected to
one of the sources at lag 1 (channel 1) and to the
other at lag 2 (channel 2). The results are displayed
in figure 1 in the top right section. Since the third
source is connected to source 1 and 2 with different
time lags, it is harder to identify the connection be-

tween sources 1 and 2 as spurious, which only the
phase slope index accomplishes. Furthermore, since
the time lag between sources 3 and 2 is larger, it is
harder to identify their connection. Note that since
with the PSI we are evaluating the information flow
from channels 1 and 2 to channel 3 the value ob-
tained is negative, indicating that information flow
is in the opposite direction.

4. Methods

The experiments were conducted in the NeuroLab
room of the Evolutionary Systems and Biomed-
ical Engineering Lab (LaSEEB), a research lab
of the Institute of Systems and Robotics (ISR).
The signals were recorded using the EEG ampli-
fier LiveAmp (Brain Products GmbH, Germany)
through the open source software OpenViBE (Inria
Rennes, France) with a 500Hz sampling frequency
from ActiCap’s system of 32ch (32 channels) active
electrodes. The ground was placed at the forehead
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and the reference over the left mastoid (channel
TP9). Circuit impedance was kept below 25kΩ. For
the feedback presentation, Oculus Rift Virtual re-
ality glasses were used (Oculus VR, United States).

This study aimed at determining the effects of
training the power of the individual upper alpha
band and functional connectivity (also for the in-
dividual upper alpha). Frequencies of interest were
adjusted to each subject because of reported inter-
individual differences [28]. The RAUA was ob-
tained from the electrode Cz, by taking the average
power in the upper alpha band and dividing by the
average of the power over all frequencies (4−30Hz),
as defined by [29]:

RAUA =

∑HTF
∆f

k= IAF
∆f

X(k)

HTF − IAF
/

∑ 30
∆f

k= 4
∆f

X(k)

30− 4
(13)

where HTF and IAF are the higher transition fre-
quency and the individual alpha frequency, ∆f is
the frequency resolution and X(k) is the magnitude
of the spectrum of the signal fom Cz at frequency
bin k. Functional connectivity was obtained con-
sidering the weighted node degree (WND) of the
imaginary part of Coherency for electrode Cz. Here,
each electrode is considered a node or vertex of
a weighted graph. Each electrode has edges con-
necting it to all others; edges whose weight is the
connectivity between the two electrodes they join
(given by the imaginary part of coherency). WND
is obtained for one electrode by summing all pair-
wise connectivities between that electrode and all
others:

ki =
∑
j∈E

ImCij (14)

where ImCij is the imaginary part of the coherency
between electrodes i and j and E is the set of all
electrodes. The weighted node degree can thus be
interpreted as the absolute importance of a node in
the network. Since this analysis is done in sensor
space, not much physical meaning may be ascribed
to the WND value, in terms of brain regions or net-
works involved. The imaginary part of coherency
was chosen, among the available algorithms, be-
cause it presented stable results in simulations (see
section 3); it has, to a greater extent than other re-
cent approaches, been used in real data and partic-
ularly in neurofeedback studies [17, 30, 15]. Its im-
plementation is also widely available in open-source
software, guaranteeing the offline processing of the
signals from this study.

Participants
A total of 8 healthy subjects took part in the ex-
periment. Most participants were students or re-
searchers. Participation was voluntary and not
compensated monetarily. There were no exclu-
sion criteria, nevertheless no participant suffered

serious health problems, psychiatric or psycholog-
ical disorders. Participants were asked to com-
plete self-assessment health-related questionnaires
(including 36-item Short Form Survey (SF-36) and
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)).
Subjects were semi-randomly distributed between
two groups (with similar to male/female ratio in
each group). The alpha group consisted of 4 sub-
jects (2 males and 2 female, with ages in the range
34 ± 12 ), and so did the functional connectivity
group (3 males and 1 female, with ages in the range
27.5± 5.5)

Session Design

Each training session was divided into 5 sets com-
posed of 3 blocks each, which in turn consisted of
2 1-minute trials. Between each trial there were
pauses of at least 10-15 seconds. Total training time
was around 37 minutes. The paradigm for the train-
ing was slightly different each session. For the first
session, the subject was asked to increase the size of
a rotating sphere of particles; for the second session,
the subject was asked to increase the rotation speed
of the sphere of particles; for the third session, the
subject was asked to try and enter the sphere of par-
ticles. For the fourth session, a mix of all paradigms
was used. Baselines were acquired before and after
each session. After each session, participants were
asked to fill two questionnaires (simulator sickness
and NASA-TLX), concerning their opinions of the
session. Another questionnaire, regarding the VR
experience, was filled after the last session. There
were in total four sessions, executed on consecutive
days. Before the first session and after the last ses-
sion the N-back test was performed for most of the
participants, in order to assess working memory.

Assessing training effect

The indices from [6] were used to assess the training
effect. The first three (Intra1, Intra2 and IntraS)
capture variations of the feedback parameter over
each session, while the last three (Inter1, Inter2
and InterS) account for variations over the differ-
ent sessions. The indices are:

Intra1 =

∑nsessions
i=1

∑nsets
j=1

¯seti,j− ¯seti,1
¯seti,1

nsessions(nsets− 1)
(15)

Intra2 =

∑nsessions
i=1

¯seti,5− ¯seti,1
seti,1

nsessions
(16)

IntraS =

∑nsessions
i=1 mi

nsessions
(17)

Inter1 =
(S̄4 + S̄5)− (S̄1 + S̄2)

S̄1 + S̄2
(18)
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Inter2 =
( ¯set4,4 + ¯set4,5)− ( ¯set1,1 + ¯set1,2)

¯set1,1 + ¯set1,2
(19)

InterS = m (20)

where ¯seti,j stands for the mean of the set j of ses-
sion i, nsessions is the total number of sessions,
nsets is the total number of sets and mi represents
the slope of session i Working memory was assessed
by the N-back task (2-back and 3-back). Unfortu-
nately this was not performed for all the subjects
(5 subjects performed this test).

5. Results
In this section, the results of the neurofeedback ex-
periment are presented. First the targeted measure
is analysed for each group (5), then non-targeted
frequency bands and other measures are investi-
gated to assess specificity of training (5). A brief
presentation of the cognitive performance before
and after the training is then given (5). Finally, an
overview of the participants answers to the ques-
tionnaires is presented, together with any correla-
tions with the results of the training.

Effect along training
All results are presented for the targeted electrode,
Cz. We can see in figure 2 the evolution of the rel-
ative alpha amplitude (left 4 columns) and of the
functional connectivity (right 4 columns) along the
5 sets of each session. For the alpha group, we see
an upwards tendency, excepting subject A4, and
specially marked in the first session. For the con-
nectivity group, the fluctuations are less monotone
and harder to evaluate visually. However, it ap-
pears that for all subjects of both groups the base-
line acquired after the last session presents a higher
value of the feedback parameter that the baseline
acquired before the first session.

The bottom left of figure 2 presents for each ses-
sion and for each subject the mean RAUA (left) and
the mean WND (right). Only subject A3 shows
a substantial increase from the first to the subse-
quent sessions in the alpha group. In the connec-
tivity group subjects FC2 and FC4 show a clear
increase in their WND over sessions. The bottom
right of figure 2 presents for each set and for each
subject the mean over all sessions. All subjects in
the alpha group show a slight increase during the
sessions, with the exception of subject A3, which
shows a non-linear decrease. For the connectivity
group there is no clear increase, with the connec-
tivity values oscillating wildly, and peaking halfway
through the session.

Specificity of training
In order to determine if the results obtained are
specific to the targeted frequency bands, the feed-

back measure (RAUA or WND, depending on the
group) was calculated for other frequency bands.
Assessment of the progress was done using the in-
dices described in section 4. Positive values for the
indices means an increase of the feedback measure
over the different sets (Intra) or over different ses-
sions (Inter). Figure 3 shows the distribution for
all participants of the indices for the targeted fre-
quency band (upper alpha) and for the theta band
(4-7 Hz) and beta band (HTF-30 Hz, recall that
HTF is the upper bound of the upper alpha band).
It is clear from the left part of figure 3 that the up-
per alpha band shows the greatest increase during
the session. The theta band shows great variance,
with positive values for some participants and very
negative ones for others. Functional connectivity
also appears to increase more significantly for the
alpha band, with small positive variations for the
other bands. From the right part of figure 3 there
appears to be no considerable increase for any of the
frequency bands. The theta band, however, shows
a great variance among subjects. Functional con-
nectivity appears to increase more significantly for
the upper alpha over the different sessions.

In order to further assess specificity, the feedback
measure of each group was calculated for the op-
posite group. Figure 4 represents the distribution
of the training indices across all individuals. The
upper alpha appears to be affected only by alpha
training, since the connectivity group shows virtu-
ally no alpha variation. The functional connectivity
of the alpha group shows, however, an increase com-
parable to the functional connectivity of the connec-
tivity group for all indices.

Working Memory

The N-back test was conducted for 5 subjects only
(out of the 8): 3 from the connectivity group and
2 from the alpha group. Figure 5 presents the dis-
tribution of the results of the N-back test for all
participants. There appears to be a slight increase
in accuracy, more evident in the distractor groups,
i.e. when letters are not targets and the partici-
pant should not react to them. The reaction times
also appear to increase slightly for the N-3 part of
the task. Individual results are presently assessed.
There appears to be no significant patterns of in-
crease or decrease of the reaction times. Regarding
accuracy, there is also no clear indication of a bet-
ter performance after the neurofeedback training.
Subject A3, A4, FC3 increase their performance in
the distractor group of both the N-2 and N-3 parts,
with FC3 obtaining a better accuracy in all parts
of the task. FC2 increased performance only in the
target groups. Only subject FC4 decreased perfor-
mance in several parts of the task.
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Figure 2: Top: Progression of the RAUA (Subjects A1 to A4) and WND (subjects FC1 to FC4) along
each session. Each data point represents the mean of the set. The blue lines represent the value of the
baseline previous to the first training session and the red lines the baseline posterior to the last training
session. Bottom left: Individual subject’s evolution of the RAUA (left) and connectivity (right) at channel
Cz across sessions. Bottom right: Individual subject’s evolution of the RAUA (left) and connectivity
(right) at channel Cz across sets.

6. Discussion
Implemented algorithms

The implemented algorithms, ImC, wPLI, PSI,
ciPLV, showed consistency with other available im-
plementations (namely, the ones from the Fieldtrip
toolbox). Metrics using the Welch method seem
to have performed slightly better than metrics us-
ing the Hilbert transform (note differences between
two implementations of ImC in the bottom of figure
1). This might be because when using the Welch
approach, a complex signal is obtained from each
segment, while for the Hilbert approach the instan-
taneous phase is obtained using the whole trial; fur-
thermore, the phase being instantaneous, it is more
subject to noise.

Weighted Node Degree

A brain network can be equated to a graph, where
each independent region is a node and the edges
connecting each pair of nodes are as strong as the
functional connectivity between each pair. One
common procedure to assess the overall importance
of a node in a network is to compute the weighted

node degree, by computing the target node’s con-
nectivity with all other brain regions in the network.
In this work the overall importance of the Cz chan-
nel was determined, in the network composed by
all 32 channels. This was done in an exploratory
manner; no immediate physical meaning can be as-
cribed to the strength of the node Cz in this net-
work. In fact, all network analysis in sensor space
are severely flawed in that attribution of brain re-
gions to different channels is not possible.

Effect along training
A training effect during sessions was observed for
both groups, as shown by the overall tendency for
increase of the feedback measure, which may be
seen in the plots of figure 2, but also through the
learning indices, which are positive for the great
majority of subjects (figure 3, left part). Between
sessions no effect is apparent for the alpha group, al-
though the connectivity group shows some increase
(right of figure 3). Alpha neurofeedback training
has been widely conducted, and results have been
reported both within and across sessions. Long-
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Figure 3: Distribution of the training indices for assessment of changes along and across sessions of
all subjects for different frequency bands. UA is the upper alpha, the frequency band targeted during
training

term effect on the upper alpha band has been de-
scribed, as well as increasing, cumulative effects
over subsequent sessions. Reports on single session
changes of the RAUA are conflicting, with some
authors finding significant increases of the feed-
back measure and others not. Regarding functional
connectivity, few studies have been conducted, but
progress has been reported within as well as across
sessions [30, 31]. The performance obtained across
sessions might not have been significant enough due
to the low number of sessions (four), which was
lower than recommended (eight to ten) for higher
chances of success [32]. Regarding the RAUA calcu-
lation, not only does the choice of reference affect
the spectral estimation, but also removal of noise
components (through ICA), even in non-targeted
frequencies, will affect the normalization process
(eq. 13). The effects on functional connectivity
will be even greater: the choice of reference has
been shown to directly affect connectivity estima-
tion, and depending on the metric and the nature
of the noise, the effect of noise removal has rather
unpredictable consequences [33, 34].

Specificity of Training

Specificity of the neurofeedback was assessed by cal-
culating the feedback measure for frequency bands
of no interest, but also by calculating the feed-
back measure of the opposite group. This later
approach allowed, beyond assessing specificity of
training, insight into the effect of alpha training
on functional connectivity and vice-versa. Com-
parison between these different conditions was done
through the learning indices (section 4), as seen

in figures 3-4. Within session, the relative spec-
tral amplitude appears to be modulated mainly in
the frequency band of interest (upper alpha), with
negligible effects in the beta band. Reports, how-
ever, suggest non-specificity of training and, in, par-
ticular, a negative correlation between alpha and
theta band amplitude, which was not found here
[28, 32]. Regarding the WND, within sessions the
effect appears to be mainly in the upper alpha fre-
quencies, but there is also an effect in the theta
band to a smaller degree, and even a slight in-
crease in the beta band. There has been, to the au-
thor’s knowledge, only one connectivity-based neu-
rofeedback study assessing band specificity of learn-
ing (target frequencies 8-12Hz), which found that,
indeed, progress was somewhat restricted to the
band of interest (with some spilling to neighbour-
ing frequencies) [30]. Through the computation, for
each group, of the feedback measure of the opposite
group, it appears evident that upper alpha connec-
tivity training has no effect on the amplitude of the
upper alpha band, which coincides with previously
reported findings [30]. On the other hand, the val-
ues of functional connectivity for the alpha group
vary quite a lot, which is in agreement with previ-
ous reports that alpha neurofeedback training has
repercussions at the network level, and so this ef-
fect on functional connectivity may be caused by
the alpha amplitude changes evoked by the neuro-
feedback training [19].

Working Memory

There appears to be no significant changes in the ac-
curacy and reaction times of the N-back test, which
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Figure 4: Distribution of the training indices for
assessment of changes along each session of all sub-
jects for the trained measure and the measured
trained by the other group.

Figure 5: Distribution of the N-back results for
all participants. Left: accuracy in identifying real
instances (target) and not identifying wrong ones
(distractor) for N=2 and N=3. Right: reaction
times in identifying real instances (target) and iden-
tifying wrong ones (distractor) for N=2 and N=3.
Note that if there are no false positives the reaction
time is zero.

may also be due to the very small sample size. That
being said, the accuracy, taken over all the sub-
jects, shows an increasing tendency, being higher
after the training sessions. The literature suggests
that the number of sessions necessary to evoke cog-
nitive changes should be higher [32]. On the other
hand, the simple fact that the same task was per-
formed twice means that changes in performance
may come from increased experience with the task.
Without a control group there is no way to confirm
that the neurofeedback training caused any observ-
able changes.

7. Conclusions

This work attempted to sketch from beginning to
end a connectivity-based neurofeedback experiment
in VR. As the path was threaded upon, progressive

awareness of the challenges made it clear that each
step was due more attention and careful planning
than was available to spare. In any case, a small
number of functional connectivity algorithms was
implemented and the experiment pipeline was suc-
cessfully developed and deployed on a small group
of voluntaries (N=8). The implemented algorithms
were consistent with currently available solutions,
and dealt well with common artifacts caused by,
among others, volume conduction and common ref-
erencing. The participants were divided into two
groups, one for alpha training and the other for
connectivity training. There was no clear evidence
of an ability to self-regulate either the amplitude
of the upper alpha or an overall measure of func-
tional connectivity, neither were there any cogni-
tive (working memory) enhancements; which were
in any case unlikely, given the small sample size and
the small number of training sessions. There was,
however, a proclivity for alpha increase within each
session. Functional connectivity also showed an in-
crease both within sessions as well as across ses-
sions. The effects happened mostly in the frequen-
cies of interest (individual upper alpha), although
there was some effect in neighbouring frequency
bands. There was indication that neurofeedback
performance might correlate negatively with per-
ceived mental demand and hard work, which could
be informative on the mechanisms through which
neurofeedback learning occurs.
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